
Lecture 15
Intro. to Functions

Daily Puzzle

Professor Vader informed his students one morning that a 
neighbour told him that he had been offered a piece of 
ground for a garden. If the price is $27 per square yard, 
what will the cost of the land be?



Announcements

• Hand assignments in by the due date shown.

Announcements

Like programming... like A LOT?

CIS*3190DE Software for Legacy Systems
-learn to program in Fortran, Ada, and Cobol, and
understand the process of re-engineering software



Modularity

module = a set of 
parts used to build 
a more complex 
structure

Modularity

module = a set of 
parts used to build 
a more complex 
structure



Modularity

measure
ingredients

mix and knead 
dough

proof dough

shape doughproof doughbake

Modularity

• A separation of concerns and improvements 
in maintainability.

• Information hiding - mysterious black boxes!

• Reusability - use parts again.

• Cohesive - do one thing and do it well.



Modularity

• Modular software means splitting your code 
into separate parts.

• programs are made of modules called 
functions, procedures, subprograms, or 
subroutines.

Modularity

A1

A2

A3

A4

B1

B2

B3

program 1 program 2



Modularity

A1

A2

A3

A4

B1

B2

B3

program toaster AI library

Modularity
numberOFseats(FlightNo)

makeReservation(FlightNo, customer)

cancelReservation(FlightNo, customer)

if (opt == reserveSeat)
{
    if (numberOFseats(FlightNo) > 0)
        makeReservation(FlightNo, cust);
}
else if (opt == cancelSeat)
    cancelReservation(FlightNo, cust);

somewhere in 
another function...

functions



Functions

• We have seen that C supports the use of 
predefined library functions which are used to 
carry out a large number of commonly 
occurring tasks.

• However, C also allows programmers to 
define their own functions.

What is it?

• A function is a self-contained program 
segment that carries out some specific, well-
defined task.

• Every C program consists of one or more 
functions. 

• One of these functions must be called main.



What is it?

• Execution of the program always begins by 
carrying out the instructions contained in 
main. 

What is it?

• Note that if a program contains multiple 
functions then their definitions may appear in 
any order. 

• The same function can be accessed from 
several different places within a program. 



How does it work?

• When a function is invoked, program control 
is transferred to the function.

• Once the function has carried out its intended 
action, control is returned to the point from 
which the function was accessed.

How does it work?

main sqrt

x=sqrt(5.7);

The function 
sqrt is called 
from main.

When sqrt ends, 
control returns to main.



How does it work?

program body

call a function function body

program body

control passes
to the function

function returns
a value

How does it work?

• Generally speaking, a function processes 
information passed to it from the calling 
portion of the program, and returns a single 
value.

• Some functions, however, accept information 
but do not return anything.



How does it work?

! ! #include <stdio.h>

! ! int add(int a, int b)
! ! {
    !     int sum;
    !     sum = a + b;
    !     return sum;
!     }

!     int main (void)
    ! {
   !     int x=4, y=20, z;
    !     z = add(x,y);
    !     printf(“%d\n”, z);
!     }

Where does it go?

! ! #include <stdio.h>

! ! int add(int a, int b)
! ! {
    !     int sum;
    !     sum = a + b;
    !     return sum;
!     }

!     int main (void)
    ! {
   !     int x=4, y=20, z;
    !     z = add(x,y);
    !     printf(“%d\n”, z);
!     }

in the space 
after include
but before 
main.



Parts of a function

• A function definition has two principal 
components: the function header (including 
the parameter declarations), and the so-called 
body of the function.

Parts of a function

   int add(int a, int b)
! ! ! {
             int sum;
             sum = a + b;
! ! ! ! return sum;
! ! ! }

function
header

function parameters

function
name

datatype of
return value

return value

function
body



function return types

int
long
float
double 
long double !
char 
void

parameters or arguments

• Variables declared in the function header are 
known as a parameters.

• The variables passed to a function when it is 
called are known as the function arguments.



parameters & arguments

• The number, order and type of parameters in 
the parameter list of a function definition and 
the function call arguments must be identical.

parameters & arguments

arguments

parameters

int add(int a, int b)

z = add(x,y);



parameters & arguments

the value in x
is copied to a

int add(int a, int b)

z = add(x,y);

the value in y
is copied to b

parameters & arguments

• Consider a function definition of the form:

 double add(int a, double b)



parameters & arguments

• What would happen if the function were 
called with two integers instead of an integer 
and a double?

! int x=4, y=20;
! double z;
! z = add(x,y);

• The second integer would be converted to a 
double

parameters & arguments

• Consider a function definition of the form:

 double add(int a, int b)



parameters & arguments

• What would happen if the function were 
called with two doubles instead of two 
integers?

! double x=4.2, y=20.4;
   int z;
   z = add(x,y);

• The values of x any y would be converted to 
integers!

parameters & arguments

• A function can have any number of 
parameters, including none. 

• When using a function with no parameters, 
parentheses must be used:

 value = next_index();



scope
! ! #include <stdio.h>

! ! int add(int a, int b)
! ! {
    !    int sum;
    !    sum = a + b;
    !    return sum;
!    }

!     int main (void)
    !{
   !     int a=4, b=20, z;
    !    z = add(a,b);
    !    printf(“%d\n”, z);
!    }

Can the same 
variable name in the 
function call and the 
function definition?

YES!

“life” of variables
a, b and sum in 
function add

“life” of variables
a, b and z in 
function main

Function body

    int add(int a, int b)
!!  {
        int sum;
        sum = a + b;
        return sum;
!   }

the body of a 
function is a 
compound 
statement



return

    int add(int a, int b)
!!  {
        int sum;
        sum = a + b;
        return sum;
!   }

all functions 
have to include 
1 or more return 
statements

returns program logic 
back to where the 
function was called

only ONE value 
can be returned

return

    int add(int a, int b)
!!  {
        int sum;
        sum = a + b;
        return sum;
!   }

the data type of 
expression should 
match the declared 
data type of the 
function



return

• Some valid examples are:

return;
return 33;
return a++;
return (a+b)/c;

return

    int add(int a, int b)
!!  {
        int sum;
        sum = a + b;
        return (sum);
!   }

the expression 
can also be 
enclosed in 
parentheses



return

    int max(int a, int b)
!!  {
        if (a > b)
            return a;
        else
            return b;
!   }

multiple return
statements - 
only one is 
activated

Orphans

    int max(int a, int b)
!!  {
        if (a > b)
            return a;
        else
            return b;
        return b;
!   }

the code 
will never 
reach here!



return

will result in a compiler prompt:
warning: control reaches end of non-void function

int fancy_this(int a)
{
    if (a > 0)
        return a;
    else if (a < 0)
        return a;
}

void



void

void print_error(int err_num)
{
    switch (err_num) {
        case 0: printf(“Error: What error?\n”);
                break;
        case 1: printf(“Error: Divide by zero\n”);
                break;
        case 2: printf(“Error: Not-a-number\n”);
                break;
        case 3: printf(“Error: Negative number\n”);
                break;
    }
}

when the 
function 
returns 
NOTHING

no return needed!

Functions & memory

main()

stack
#include <stdio.h>

int Fy(int z)
{
    return pow(z);
}

int main()
{
    double x, y;
 
    x = sqrt(7.2);
    y = Fy(42.0);

    return 0;
}

x
y

main()

stack

x
y

sqrt()

main()

stack

x
y

Fy()
pow()

stack = program memory



windchill

airTemp
windSpd

windChll

wind_ChillF

Next lecture...

• Sometimes we want to return more than one 
value from a function.

A C

X

Y

functionK

B


